### ProQuest

Search:  
**Germany** AND "Security Challenge"

Search:  
"Country forecast" AND Germany

Narrow down your search results by using parameters!!!

---

### Economist Intelligence Unit - EIU

Search:  
Germany – Forecasts

Search:  
Forecast data

Go to: Geography and choose Germany

---

### EBSCO eBooks

Search:  
**Germany** AND "Country forecast"

---

Dictionary – Oxford American College Dictionary
Browse by category: Political Science
Jane’s Military & Security Assessments

Click on “Change country” and choose:

Germany

Go to tab:

Assessments

Take a look at:

Country Risk (Current Rating; Historical)

Find:

Executive Summary

HDSL – Homeland Security Digital Library

General search:

Germany country forecast

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Take a look at:

Featured topics; Research tools, Blog, Recent posts ...